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• CEO of CyberCompass

• Has over 30 years of experience in technology, 
CIO, CISO

• Loves Snickers – the original power bar PEOPLE

• Is not a coffee drinker – team won’t let him 
have it!

• Passionate about automation to save clients’ 
time and money.

Meet Robert Felps



Meet David Burns
• CyberCompass Client Manager (leads client 

engagements) – virtual CISO

• Has over 15 years of experience in technology 
– recently was CIO for University of Texas 
McCombs School of Business

• Loves candy corn – glad Halloween is only 
once a year 

• Passionate about making a plan, working the 
plan, and seeing progress – lives by “checklist 
manifesto”

• Knows he has done his job when client security 
is boring and routine



Before we 
begin, let’s 
get to know 
you

Your Name and Company

What’s your motivation around learning 
more about cybersecurity?

What are the top perceptions your 
clients have about cybersecurity?



Chaos. 
Complexity.

Change.
Uncertainity.



The Shackleton story is 
about leading under 
moments of great 
uncertainty when the 
game is changing and 
may change on a dime.’
– Nancy Koehn, Harvard Business Professor of 
Business Administration





The crew turned to 
Shackleton for leadership.

Shackleton turned to his 
captain to save them.

Worsley provided the path 
forward to survive.



Security is not a destination.
Security is a journey.



What we are covering:

Protecting data is the 
number one business 

problem

Asymmetrical
cyberwarfare creating 

“Crisis of Trust”

A new world order is 
coming:  “Show me you 

are cyber resilient 
across your business 

ecosystem”

The problem:  
Cyber complacency

Why Selling Cyber 
Resilience Delivers 

More Value

How you can start 
conversations with your 

client



Protecting 
data and 
impact on 
business

Disruption 

Deterioration

Distortion



Fighting
asymmetrical 
cyber warfare

• Humans: number one vulnerable point

• Attack surface becoming vast and 
uncontainable



Most companies are focused on fortifying “castle walls”:

Anti-
virus

Firewall

Anti 
spam

MFA/Passwords

Threat 
monitoring





“5G will be a new kind of network, supporting a vast diversity of 
devices with unprecedented scale, speed and complexity […] 5G 
will have an impact similar to the introduction of electricity or the 
automobile, affecting entire economies.” 

– Stephen Mollenkopf, Qualcomm





Gap 
Creating a
Crisis of 
Trust

2020 marked a change, with “Third-party risk 
management” displacing “Detection of rogue 
insiders / insider attacks” as the most challenging 
security process for organizations

(Imperva 2021 Cyberthreat Defense Report)

Still, over 75% of large companies (500+ 
employees) rely on the antivirus software that 
came pre-installed on their computer 
equipment, which may not be the most 
effective countermeasure

(NDIA 2019 Cybersecurity Report)

https://www.imperva.com/resources/resource-library/reports/2021-cyberthreat-defense-report/
https://www.ndia.org/-/media/sites/ndia/policy/documents/cyber/beyond-obfuscation_final.ashx?la=en


Fortune 500 are requesting security audit of vendors (your clients)  to 
continue business

CCPA, CIS-20, GDPR, HIPAA , NY-DFS, TCPA, TPN, etc. 
Here are just a few of the “big boys” now doing security audits of their contractors:

“Thank you again for your great work in helping Telarus pass our Security Audit with Verizon (and other 
vendors). We appreciate the thoroughness and hard work!”     …..Patrick Oborn, Co-Founder, Chief Product Officer 

for Telarus



The Pressure 
is On, It’s 
Time to Strike

• Anticipate 150,000 companies, making over $10 
million a year, are probably receiving or will receive 
a security audit questionnaire 

• Across every industry
• Recently large commercial construction 

company received a 400-question survey

• State governments are requiring response to 
cybersecurity surveys

• State of New Jersey sent out 472 question 
survey to 5,000 recipients 

• Over 100,000 companies will need to be CMMC 
Level 3 audit-ready.



Crisis of Trust: 
changing 
cybersecurity 
and compliance 
from check the 
box to …





The new proof 
requirement:

Demonstrating effective 
cybersecurity to protect 
data across business 
ecosystem



The new Cybersecurity Maturity Model 
Certification (CMMC) program has mandatory 
third-party certification for DoD contractors 
(estimated 300,000 vendors)

the consequence of 
noncompliance is being unable 
to work with the DoD as a 
contractor. 

Contractors must complete certification 
before you can even bid or renew contracts. 

It’s vitally important to prepare well in 
advance for CMMC to avoid costly delays. 



Increased need for 
information 
security expertise:

= new strategic 
defense team for 
companies

People
Who

Technology
What

Process
How

“80% of organizations tell 
us they have a hard time 
finding and hiring security 
professionals and 71% 
say it’s impacting their 
ability to deliver security 
projects within their 
organizations,” 

- Mr. Firstbrook, VP of research for 
Gartner on key trends in security and 
risk management



Cyber 
Complacency 
to 
Cyber 
Resilience

Build a culture to keep the organization 
safe from adversaries. 

The people, process and technology pillars 
must be considered as an integrated 
system, a set of interconnected gears. 

When the technology gear changes, the 
process will shift and behaviors will need  
to change.



We are not a technology solution!

Complete Virtual 
Cyber Team

Exclusive cyber risk 
management platform, 
to to reduce risk by 
80% in 90 days.

CISOCompliance Privacy



We navigate 
organizations through 
the complexity of 
cybersecurity, 
compliance and privacy 
at one-third the cost of a 
full-time employee.

Holistic approach 
across the 
business ecosystem so 
the business can survive 
and thrive.



What makes us unique:

 1/3 cost of full-time employee

 One -stop solution to take your 
client from high risk to high 
performing

 Platform delivers 65% faster risk 
reduction and manhour savings

 Every active account Includes 
$250,000 in cyber coverage



We don’t just build the latest 
cybersecurity defense.

We create a culture so no 
matter the cyber-attack, your 
clients have the resilience to 
survive and thrive.

67% 86%Every 39 seconds a 
business is attacked

Of breaches are 
caused by human error

Of businesses do not have 
a cybersecurity program



Cyber 
Resilience 

Culture

INFORM vs ASSUME

CORRECT vs CHECKBOX

PLAN vs REACT

TRAIN, REPORT, REPEAT





Information + Application = Resilience
CyberCompass covers the business ecosystem across workforce, regulations and 

framework, technology and vendors.

Inform by 
pinpointing and 
analyzing your 

risk

Apply with actions 
to reduce and 

manage a cyber 
risk across your 

business 
ecosystem



Piece Meal Approach vs Risk Management Approach

Cybersecurity Solution Cyber Risk Management
Often IT lead Holistic across organization, executive sponsor

Technology focused
• Anti-virus, Firewall
• EDR/XDR/etc
• SIEM
• Next hot new cybersecurity solution

Strategic / Program Focused
Identify Risks - Assess based on a solid standard

• People –training/phishing
• Processes – policies and procedures
• Technology
• Vendors – require proof of compliance

No risk-based priority Prioritize identified risks (issues)

Might have a few P&Ps Address risks: resolve or mitigate

Reactive to Incidents Prepared for incident, ready to respond

No strategy or cybersecurity plan Continuous monitoring and re-assessing with 
written cybersecurity and compliance plan



1 2 3 4 5 6 7-12 Year 2 Year 3

Pinpoint Vulnerabilities & Develop Roadmap
Discovery / Dataflow Map of Sensitive Data

Security and Technical Assessments Completed
Prioritized Risks

Reduce Risk and Build Resilience
High and Medium Risks Addressed and Reduced

Policies and Procedures Customized

Strategic Plans Customized

Workforce Training Launched

Technical issues addressed and resolved

Monitor & Improve Cyber Resilience
Formal/Documented/Maintained Cybersecurity and Compliance Program

Vendor Compliance Assistance

Certification / Attestations Managed (Clients/Contracts/Regulations)

Continue Improving Cyber Resilience / Repeat Assessment(s) & Process

Our Methodology Roadmap



Crossing the Cyber 
Spending Divide



Value 
Compare

1/3 cost of 
one full 

time 
employee

Cybersecurity and compliance
program 

for 12 months

Average Cost 
For 500 employee 

company

CyberCompass
Commander

Solution

Pinpoint Vulnerabilities:

Technical assessments (external pen testing,  
network vulnerabilities, dark web scan)

$2,500 to $25,000 included

Security risk assessment  -> people, vendors, 
processes

$10,000 to $50,000 included

Remote Workforce Security Assessment Not available included

Reduce risk with full remediation and manage:

Full remediation with policies and procedures, 
business continuity plans, and employee cyber 
awareness training

$20,000 to $50,000 included

Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) $110,000 to $180,000 vCISO included

Chief Compliance Officer (CCO) $80,000 to $150,000 vCCO included

Chief Privacy Officer (CPO) $70,000 to $135,000 vCPO included

Total 

1/3 total of full-time employee(s)

$292,500 to 
$490,000

$10,000
Billed monthly

Plus Cyber Coverage from North American Data Security RPG
$750/yr with 

$2,500 deductible
Included with 
$0 deductible



CyberCompass 
Partner Program-
Driving Ongoing 

Revenue



CyberCompass 
works across all 
industries





“I needed proof of our 
cybersecurity 
compliance to secure 
a major contract with 
a large insurer and 
they delivered beyond 
and provided a tool to 
manage.”  
- Medical Services

We had an Office of 
Civil Rights (OCR) 
audit for HIPAA and 
they helped us avoid a 
$500,000 fine which 
would have been a 
major financial 
setback.” 
– Medical Provider

“We needed to meet 
compliance for both the 
California Consumer 
Privacy Act (CCPA) and 
General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and 
they did it at one-third 
the cost and in less than 
90 days.”
- Technology firm

“They delivered a turn-
key solution from 
assessment to ongoing 
leadership for complete 
cybersecurity program 
with affordable monthly 
rate.  No one else came 
near the expertise and 
customer service.”  
- Manufacturer

What Clients Say



Case Study: 

CyberCompass 
Quickly 
Expands Sales

• Managed Service Provider

• Their clients are typically small to medium 
organizations from a wide range of 
industries:  

• biomedical, healthcare, high tech, DoD, 
nonprofits, and energy

• They starting offering CyberCompass and 
positioned for clients to verify their 
cybersecurity and enhance their cyber 
resilience. 

• Quoted and sold 5 deals in less than 90 days 
and have  6 qualified prospects in the sales 
funnel.



Case Study: 

CyberCompass 
help partner 
enter 
compliance 
market

• Telecommunication agent

• Clients are in healthcare and aerospace.

• They started offering CyberCompass for 
CMMC audit-ready compliance.

• Quoted 8 deals, closed 5 in less than 120 
days.   Have 15 qualified prospects in 
the sales funnel.



CyberCompass partner success:

• Over $1.2 million in quotes in 
the past 7 months

• Closing deals from quote to 
contract in less than 30 days

• Pay higher than average 
commission on initial sale and 
for ongoing renewal

Thank you to our partners!!



Top needs

Proof of cybersecurity program across business 
ecosystem for federal contracts.

Proof of cybersecurity compliance required by large 
clients and insurance companies for coverage.

Proof of data protection across business ecosystem 
for state contracts.



Who is our 
best target

500+ employees
Required to show 

proof of being cyber 
secure

No CISO or 
Compliance Officer
to manage Cyber 

Risk 

Getting security 
questionnaires

Lack comprehensive 
sensitive data map

Overwhelmed with 
IT, no time for 

cybersecurity and 
compliance

Frustrated that 
cybersecurity is 

thought of as an IT 
only problem

Need 3rd party 
verification 

Need augmented 
staff quickly to 

address Cyber Risk



3 types of 
attitudes 

Avoiding

False Sense of Security-> 
Piece meal approach

Aware they need 
expertise/assistance -> 
Under pressure



Avoiders 

• Our sales strategy
• Work with our CyberCompass 

Partner Success Manager 
• We will develop ongoing 

email campaign to educate 
and create awareness about 
you offering CyberCompass

• When they are breached or 
have to show proof, they 
know you offer the solution



False Sense of 
Security/
Piece Meal

• Our sales strategy
• Create a custom email 

campaign with you
• Drive to set up 30-minute 

discussion on their cyber 
posture

• We will qualify and educate 





Creating 
conversations



Client/Prospect Why is it limiting Shift to

I need to shore up my technology 
before I do a risk assessment.

Focus on shoring up perimeters leads 
to costly investment that are not 
based on risk reduction.

Assess and prioritize to save time and 
money. Then address identified 
issues.

What are the common threats for my 
industry?

Organizations don’t control threats.  
They only control priorities and 
investments to security readiness.

People, lack of written P&Ps, lack of 
appropriate technology, lack of 
document cybersecurity and 
compliance plan.

What tools should I use? Security capabilities are a function of 
people, process and technology. 
Leading with technology can lead to 
poor outcomes.

Formal risk assessment, operational 
policies and procedures, appropriate 
technology.

If  I comply (self assessment) with 
regulation x, aren’t we secure?

Compliance does not equal 
protection. Government and major 
vendors want a security audit as 
proof.

State, federal and large corps are 
requiring 3rd party risk assessments.



CyberCompass Partner Program
We are with you every step of the way

Dedicated 
Partner 
Success 
Manager

Turn-key co-
branded 

Marketing 
Materials

New 
Simplified 

Pricing Tool 
and 

Packages

Revamped lead 
generation with 
our Cyber Quick 

Check tool

New onboarding 
and sales 

enablement to 
drive quality 

leads

48- hour 
turnaround 
for quotes

Monthly/ 
Quarterly 

Opportunity 
Reviews

Proactive 
Renewal



Sales process

Email partner@cybercompass.io for the sample email and 
schedule a brief demo. 

mailto:partners@cybercompass.io


For our 
partners to 
succeed:

Drive awareness of 
CyberCompass to your 
clients and prospects

Co-branded 
email 
campaigns
Promote on 
your social 
channels 
Webinars

Minimum two 30-
minute prospect calls 
per month

Discussion 
& Demo



Questions?

Feedback?

partner@cybercompass.io

robertf@cybercompass.io

mailto:partner@cybercompass.io
mailto:robertf@cybercompass.io


Thank you for partnering 
with CyberCompass.

Let’s crush this!



appendix



Just as Shackleton faced the reality of survival, it is the same for cybersecurity 
for businesses:  

• You will not be able to purchase enough technology to be 100% cyber secure.
• You will not be able to hire enough cybersecurity professionals to stop cyber-

infiltration.
• You will not be able to institutionalize enough policies, processes or 

procedures to prevent employees or vendors from clicking on an infected 
email or website.

The path forward to succeed: Take a risk-based approach to protecting your 
company's information and data assets 



Asking wrong questions – Group exercise



Metrics and Technology questions…
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